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The H2020 European Project NESTOR aims to demonstrate a fully functional
next-generation Border Command, Control and Coordination intelligence
(BC3i) system providing pre-frontier situational awareness beyond maritime
and land border areas. Based on optical, thermal imaging and RF spectrum
analysis technologies, fed by an interoperable long-range network of sensors
including stationary installations and mobile UxVs, will fuse in real-time border
surveillance data combined with web and social media information and
share to Command Centers in AR environment, being interoperable with CISE
and EUROSUR. 
NESTOR will validate and demonstrate its applied solutions in real operational
scenario trials together with national Law Enforcement Agencies, Border
authorities and practitioners to certify their efficiency. Through the
performance of the pilots in multiple assigned locations and the
modifications resulting in the validated final prototype, NESTOR will provide
one compact solution deployable in relevant border territories, following the
concept of the European Integrated Border Management. 

GET TO KNOW NESTOR EU H2020 PROJECT!



NESTOR and BorderUAS

BorderUAS is a semi-autonomous border
surveillance platform combining next-
generation unmanned aerial vehicles with
ultra-high-resolution multi-sensor surveillance
payload.
BorderUAS aims for a holistic UAS surveillance
approach integrating aerial and ground
components using next-generation sensors
and technologies and developing a consistent
platform used for daily border operations and
beyond.

The 1st NESTOR press release was
published on February 8, 2022, to
announce the project’s launch.

1st Press Release

The NESTOR project and the BorderUAS project have formed a cross-dissemination
partnership.

Project Synergies

Similar projects funded by the Horizon 2020 program can benefit from
communication synergies to boost their reach to a wider audience, communicate
their results more effectively, plan and carry out joint communication activities,
and generally share experiences and best practices. 



PROMENADE improves solutions for vessel tracking, behaviour analysis and automatic
anomaly detection by means of the application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Big Data
(BD) technologies, and promotes the collaborative exchange of information between
maritime surveillance authorities, shortening the time to market and assuring the
compliance with legal and ethical regulations.

Developing a positive, mutually beneficial relationship between
stakeholders from different countries and sectors guides the evolution of
activities and helps both the projects to work together to increase the
maturity of previous EU Security Research activities.

EFFECTOR aims to enhance maritime surveillance, improve decisions
support, and foster collaboration of maritime stakeholders by
implementing an Interoperability Framework and associated Data Fusion
and Analytics services for Maritime Surveillance and Border Security that
will allow faster detection of new events, better-informed decision
making, achievement of a joint understanding and undertaking of a
situation across borders, allowing seamless cooperation between
operating authorities and on-site intervention forces ensuring that all
existing privacy and data protection rules are fully respected.

NESTOR and EFFECTOR

NESTOR and PROMENADE
PROMENADE project cooperates with NESTOR!

Nestor has also joined forces with the remarkable
EFFECTOR project!



NESTOR joined the BES Cluster

support each other;
identify solutions to upcoming challenges;
secure effective dissemination and valuable exploitation
potentials;
generate knowledge;
explore possibilities and opportunities to combine pilot
activities;
work together on future policy suggestions.

Projects collaborating in order to:



Project Highlights

Internal Meetings

The Kick-off Meeting of the NESTOR project wrapped up
successfully with participants from 14 countries all over Europe
on the 5th of November 2021. The KoM took place as a virtual
meeting and welcomed over 50 attendees committed to
working together for developing, integrating, deploying,
demonstrating and evaluating technologies for border
surveillance.

The 1st Plenary Meeting was held virtually on February 2
and 3 2022 with the participation of all project partners.

Kick-off
Meeting

1st Plenary
Meeting

https://www.linkedin.com/company/nestor-project/


Alexandroupolis,
Greece

Dissemination material of the project

NESTOR meeting participants

15-16 June
2022

NESTOR team at Alexandroupolis Airport

2nd Plenary
Meeting



Opening Greetings and presentation of the NESTOR project by the Project Coordinator, Ms. Chalvatzi.

The 2-day physical event was held in Alexandroupolis, Greece from the
15th-16th of June.

The project's partners met in person to discuss the project’s progress and
results. During this two-day meeting, all work packages within the
consortium gave a presentation and field visits took place in the Delta of
Evros and Orestiada Area.

Field visit at the Delta of Evros.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=progress&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6942778155346620416
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=fieldvisits&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6942778155346620416


Additional News

The leaflet of the project presents a general overview of the project, its impact
and contact details for expressions of interest in potential synergies and
community outreach.

Leaflet

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=overview&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6928295417734381568
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=interest&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6928295417734381568
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=synergies&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6928295417734381568


One of the project's
indispensable
presentation tools at
any event is the
project's roll-up
banner.

Additional News

Roll-up
Banner

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=presentation&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6925889680018141184


https://nestor-project.eu

 CONSORTIUM

#Follow_us
We provide updates on social media every time the NESTOR
team is working on something special. 
Help us spread the news by following us on LinkedIn (NESTOR
project) and Twitter(@Nestor_H2020)! 
Like, Repost, and Comment.

https://nestor-project.eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/80686515/admin/
https://twitter.com/Nestor_H2020

